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The God Seed, the Sananda Codes, the Cosmic
Christ Consciousness, the Buddha Nature is all a
part of your present and future, your Diamond
Heart, the Self.

The Masters say there is nothing you can do to accelerate or even
delay what is your unfolding in the Divine Plan. However you can make the
journey more enlightening, creative, inspirational and satisfying for yourself by the focus of will, wonder and intent.
These meditations work. Feedback from users describe them as
“magical, creative and restorative”.
The 12 minute I AM meditation is for daily invocation of the “Light”, a
must-do for spiritual travelers because of the astral shadow and dense
energies of the planet.
The Heart Mantra at the end of the guided meditation drops you into
your own heart chakra. Repeat the Bija mantra “Hrim” in your mind and
then let it go. Visualize the color pink and then let that go. Sit in the
silence for as long as you desire.
Please exit your meditations gracefully, easily and gently. You are
working with powerful sub-atomic energies.
Three things to develop:
1. Keep your chakras aligned, cleared, open and balanced.
2. Live a cord-free life - free, that is, of people’s energetic attachments.
3. Stay entity free.
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Do ONE Activation per week . . . Repeat the one you are on every day
if you like but stay to one unit per week. After you get to #8 you can use
(#8) as frequently as you desire.
You have the workbook. Read it, share it. Invite a friend or family
member to meditate with you.
Be sure to look at the special offer for a free Diamond Heart
session with Brian at the end of this workbook. Also pick up the download
instructions for receiving the important, free audio recordings of each
meditation.
Blessings, Brian Timothy Roberts

Sound vibration is one of the strongest ways
to trigger activations so it is recommended that
you listen to the mp3’s for your activations and use
this workbook as a secondary support.

go to page 105 of this workbook.
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The sacrament begins the moment the door bell rings
All around you are the guides, magic and colors
Invocation is a wondrous thing.
Secretly you have set your intention, without telling yourself,
or, even any of the others. Welcome!
As far as these times are concerned,
there are three proper modes of transportation,
at three speeds: a tourist bus, a local, and an express.
Mercy, Economy and the Daring not to go ahead of all the rest
are said in the Tao to be the Three Great Treasures.
From Mercy comes Understanding, Compassion and Love,
From Economy comes Generosity and Friendship.
Daring Not To Go ahead of others
brings out the deep and profound dimensions of a Solar leadership.
One inspired by the Sun,
One inspired by the Sun of Truth,
One inspired by the Sun of Beauty,
One inspired by the Sun of Essence,
One inspired by the Sun of Fulfillment,
One inspired by the Great Central Sun of the One.
The sacrament begins the moment the door bell rings.
All around you the guides, magic and colors.
Invocation is a wondrous thing
you have set your intention without telling yourself,
Or, even any of the others. Excellent!
Such a glorious game, such a gift from above.
Such a passionate play, such a way to discover.
Each step that we take, over this wholesome terrain,
We make a wish once more, for this soft gentle rain of love.
The song of the wind, to ease up the mind, and the time.
I Know we are all kingdom bound, I can see.
Bound to take our own sweet time, that is.
Happy travels, happy trails.
I’ll be waiting for the door bell to ring.
Ready!
The sacrament begins the moment the door bell rings.
All around you the guides, magic and colors,
Invocation is a wondrous thing.
You have set your intention without telling yourself,
or even, any of the others.
Excellent! Ready! Welcome!
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The most interesting thing about the Diamond Heart Energy Activation book and 12
MP3’s is that meditation caused this to come into being. I did not start with any idea to create
them. The guided meditations came first. Actually the energy was downloaded into me first.
I had not played the guitar really at all for 14 years. One of my mentors told me that
If I wanted to know what was the best plan for my life—personally, professionally and spiritually—that I should do a twenty minute meditation for 21 days. I expected that a bolt of lightning with a “Dear Brian message” would drop into my living room, but no such thing. What
happened was that after 21 days of intent and meditation, I started playing the guitar and
chanting. At this same time I was taking trainings with new age teachers as was the case for
me for many, many years. Seattle was a great place for me for this because great people
came through here. I did an exercise in time travel and began studying some material from a
book that I was going to do a training in. The training on the outer level never happened but
internal energy really did happen.
My intent was to align and balance my Trinity of Mind-Body-Spirit or, to put it more
precisely, to contact and align my guardian angel, my self and my body elemental. As a
trained pendulum dowser, I used my LifeWeaving charts and divined that I needed to sit for
twenty minutes to cause this alignment to happen. That first download was very powerful and
I barely got off the couch the whole day. My percentage of integration was 100% at the end of
the session. I continued for one week with this activation before moving on.
After this alignment, I began working with people in a very new and curious way using
guided meditations, singing, and guitar and bodywork. Eventually I had the outline for the 12
unique sessions. I would do a session with people and they would ask me if they could book a
session right then and there but I always requested that they take a period of integration
before setting up any follow-up sessions. I did not really want to generate a practice. I did not
want to generate any dependency on myself. In fact I had to write a form of an agreement
with people which is in the book called “What the Diamond Heart Energy Activations are
NOT”. Source energy never forces it self upon anyone. Pure heart energy has no agenda but to
shine. I was Self initiating and I AM sharing this very pure process because I had the great good
fortune to have so many great mentors from so many rich traditions over many, many years.
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After finishing the book a client told me to record the sessions onto a CD so people
could have access to the energy/material. I thought the idea was absolutely crazy even though
in the meantime I am writing and recording with a great vitality. I did have a picture that
I generated from my computer showing before and after an activation. It was amazing—the
room turned Archangel Michael blue. The whole energy changes when you invoke a higher
power, amen, alleluia, namáste. So we did it. We put the material, the intent, the 12 minute
I AM meditation, the Invocations and music for the download meditation on a CD and sat
together and did it. Wow was that cool. It worked . . .
What was really beautiful at this point was that I was hands free to be doing energy
work, bodywork, healing while the guided meditation was playing.
What was even more beautiful was that every one that completed the work went on to
demonstrate some exquisite new talent and ability. Artists began to blossom. Sales people got
new territory and big checks. People got out of bad relationships and into really great ones,
myself included. There is magic in that I AM Presence and that is true for everyone.
I believe that because of my background in healing and meditation (I have performed
over a thousand ceremonies, hypnotherapy and Alpha Brain Balancing) of course my art is
going to be colored by these. But somebody else can make the same discovery and communicate it in their own unique way. Anyone who is empowered by the Diamond Heart is FREE to
utilize all of it and any of it freely and joyfully. It is Universal. It is Pure and it is Self designed
by Your Self, not mine. I have provided the template. You can provide the energy and intent
to re-direct new and exciting ways to bring about a higher self awareness and fulfillment for
yourself and the world around you.
If you do get into the Diamond Heart please feel free to go on LifeSeedCodes.com and
download some of the FREE music. If you feel you need some support than I am more than
happy to assist you, to clear you and provide feedback to you on how you might deepen your
appreciation of it.
Months and years later I will talk with people who got activated and they will share
with me many great and exciting things that are happening for them now in their lives. All
great things happen to those who love. All great things happen to those who contact the real
self.
Blessing on the Journey,
Brian
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DNA Activation is a term developed by modern healers, energy workers and quantum wellness
facilitators to describe a process that focuses on up-grading, up-lifting and up-regulating the energy
holding, or working capacity, within the human energy field. A simple example of a light bulb will be
sufficient to appreciate—that a 220-watt bulb will offer more illumination than a 20-watt bulb. What is
exposed in this illumination, is the tremendous range and capacity of the human being that is in the
latent state. The activations gather more energy/light.
The use of mechanisms and tools such as invocations, focused intent, breath, visualization,
causal body/etheric body downloads, and sound vibrational healing results in the raising of atomic
electro-magnetic energy that affects chakras, subtle energy, meridians and brain/body balance. This
will result in higher levels of performance in all human endeavors.
The Diamond Heart Energy Activations and all music were synthesized, composed, written and
developed by Brian Roberts—but not without many years of study, meditation and apprenticeship with
New Age or modern initiates, quantum healers and spiritual masters. The series of 12 sessions—
generally 60 minutes in length—forms the foundation for the work and will be listed below. Although it
is best to be in the company of a facilitator, MP3’s are also available! One to two week intervals
between each step is optimal. If you own the MP3’s you can use them daily. Also, Track 2 of the 12
minute I AM Meditation is recommended for daily use. The track can be downloaded for free at
www.LifeSeedCodes.com.
Focus, commitment and dedication play a role as well, as part of the progress of human nature.
Invocations are mental/emotional statements that we offer up to the superconscious mind, or higher
self, to activate or facilitate a flow of energy/information that transcends limitations and often
renders the often impossible, possible. They are quantum mental/verbal instruments of peace, power
and precision.
Session Template:
(1) Step or Program descriptions

12 Minutes

(2) The I AM Meditation

12 Minutes

(3) The Diamond Heart Invocations
(4) The Download Meditation with Music

9 Minutes
12 to 15 Minutes.

Note that each MP3 features a new presentation of original music by Brian Roberts
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(5) Closing Benediction

The affirmations define the intent and character of each of the sessions. The energy for each
session is a causal/etheric energy template that activates the individuals requesting an activation. In
essence it is a baptism of Sacred Fire from the octave of love, the octave above. The discipline of
spiritual unfolding is the directing of Intention, the receptivity of allowing and the appreciation of
grace.
Please be sure to resource the additional Diamond Heart information found on the website
www.LifeseedCodes.com. This includes the following:
 Introduction to the Diamond Heart—eight page essay
 Bija Seed meditation used for personal or group initiation. You can also receive it from Brian

over the telephone
 Diamond Heart affirmations used on the twelve DHEA MP3’s
 The I AM Meditation and other music, also available for free download.
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The old Zen monk had three treasures which he wove into all his lessons, lectures and teaching
stories. Honesty was his first treasure, the honesty of Self-Examination and Self-Inquiry. Look into your
light, see and notice your shadow. His second treasure was Clarity. He said, “Look and just see what
truly is present. Do nothing to disturb the balance of things. Look, and you will see the balance
through Clarity”. His third treasure was Ceremony but others also called this going into the great
silence or deep, deep meditation into boundlessness. “If you will let me teach you how to look, you
will be free to see the existence, without prejudice, for yourself.” He was radiantly compassionate.
When you discover what you are truly made of, there will be cause for great hearted joy.
The Master was lecturing to some monks one day and told them that, to become enlightened,
one must first completely dis-arm himself and stand naked in front of a fire breathing dragon, free of
all fear and projections. He loved to get the students attention this way. Do you understand what he
asked his class? He was referencing one’s shadow self. A student up front smiled and relaxed, and the
Master locked eyes with him.
One of the new students in the back started laughing out loud. He knew there was no such
thing as a dragon so he decided to play along with the master. He said “O.K. Master, I AM ready but
will you please tell me how to find one, a dragon I mean”. The master told him to listen carefully and
he would be able to hear one as a dragon had been just speaking right through him. Everyone laughed
out loud. The teacher loved the laughter and often said this opens the heart and mind for the Heart
and Mind of Zen to enter. The new student sat very low and almost disappeared in the group.
They went on to talk about the story of the snake and the rope and, of course, everyone
laughed out loud when the Master said that once you discover that the snake is really only a rope it
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does not matter how big the rope is, was, or will be. A rope is a rope is a rope like a mind is a mind is
a mind. Get over it! The pesky petty little mind... go...
“One more story”, he said affectionately to the students, “before we move along for the day”.
He smiled and said, there is a beautiful story which is purely fiction, about a Buddhist monk who heard
about a group of travelers who had been stranded on a snowy mountain pass. Due to injury and very
bad weather some in the party had been unable to get down the mountain; winter was a factor. A
women, a Taoist nun who had fallen and broken a bone, was amongst them. This single monk, carrying
provisions, herbs, kindling, tonics and blankets, went out to try to save whomever he could .
When the monk finally found the group, all but the Taoist nun were frozen to death. The nun
was almost gone. The monk found a cave and was able to start a fire. He laid down his blankets but
knew this would not be enough. He finally wrapped himself up with the woman, embracing her with
great compassion and care; he called out to celestial forces attempting to “give her life”, to place his
body heat into this women. Outside a snow storm was raging. As the monk began chanting “Om Mane
Padme Hum”, “Om Mani Padme Hum”, “Om Mani Padme Hum”, they fell into a deep trance of
healing. A magical and increasingly brighter light, began to emanate from somewhere within the cave,
eventually engulfing them both. They fell into a deep delicious sleep full of dreams, of songs, of
chanting, of holy mantras, of visitations with divine and cosmic beings, of Shambala and Shangri-la.
They were carried far away in Spirit!
They slept deeply and without interruption through the winter like two bears in hibernation.
Spring came and finally they were able to arise and face the day, the weather and the spring. It was
exactly as if, by some hidden command, that they arose and quietly readied themselves, a warm smile
on each of their faces as they gestured with hands folded upon the heart, a namáste, a bow, a blessing. They ventured silently down the mountain and, when they arrived at a small village just after
dusk, were immediately taken into great care and all of their needs were met. The next morning at
sunrise a child, a son, was born to this couple. This women had given birth, miraculously. When the
monk spoke to some of the village folk they gave him the good news. It is a boy, they said, and as
beautiful as a Buddha.
One man told a story of a friend, a monk who had gone up the mountain but had perished in the
storm. He no longer recognized this monk, his friend, as the monk had become totally transformed,
radiant, luminous with light. He has crossed over, and yet, remained.
A double rainbow had appeared at the moment of birth and two golden eagles flew over the
village. The child was able to speak within a few hours of birth, and later that day took a few steps.
The village people believed that the nun was a queen, a goddess of some kind, as her beauty was
radiant beyond description. The child, they thought, was a Buddha or a reincarnation of one very high
Lama at least. His emanations were most auspicious and light.
The parents (the monk and former nun), the villagers thought, were some great masters of a
long forgotten tradition, probably driven out by some gang or corrupted government. They were of-
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fered asylum in this valley and it was upon that Holy ground the child, called Zen, was born. Zen, the
offspring of the union between Buddhism and Taoism.
A holy temple was erected on this site, and above the main doors it reads “Always be ready to
completely abandon what you THINK may be sacred to you; to actually give birth to the Real and
Divine in you, through you and all around you”.
A long, long line of illustrious, illumined beings still flow out of this place and some summers,
some leave the safety of this village and venture out over the mountain pass.
“Look, listen. One may come along this way here any day”, said the Master.

xv
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We live in a Universe of Ask, Seek And Knock.
We live in an Archangel Michael Universe.
We live in a Universe of Cause and Effect.
You have asked for the opportunity to come here and master this dimension.
You are the master of your destiny.
You only get to take the love you make.
You are here to master all the signs and the races
The steeper the hills, the greater the thrills.
Whatever you give you keep, and whatever you take you lose.
It is all done here with mirrors.

Every day that I initiate a Diamond Heart Energy Activation, I touch into a fabric of reality that
makes other best days seem dull by comparison.
I never could have climbed this mountain without my guides, physical and non-physical.
The greatest gift I believe that one man can do for another is to truly guide them to the Self
and to the mansion of the Father’s house, for freedom, for purpose and love.
This is NOT an attempt to create any Entity, Group, or Organization to dispense these activations, but rather, an effort to unveil to each individual the beauty and boundlessness of their own nature, and of the One Spirit, that is one’s natural inheritance.
The I AM Presence of YOUR BEING runs the operations of the activations in ways that are simply
too profound to define. Let the mystery unravel YOU to YOU for YOU within YOU.
Ask.

Seek.

Knock.

And the door shall be opened to you.
Become an Anchoring Diamond.

Brian T Roberts

Be a Part of a Wave of Wonder, Magic and Possibility:
The Diamond Heart Energy Activations

It’s a very simple process now that we have spent years fine tuning it. After a few sessions, I
remember wondering “How could one ever teach the process?” Because we were so altered by the
download, there was no way one could do more than two sessions in a day. One is plenty. So much
light and so much energy. The sessions often took about four hours. Preparation, explanations, meditation and time for integration, the energy was so HIGH no one wanted to leave.
The process with synthesizing activations was running a parallel path to my music. After
recording the Moola Mantra CD, I decided to use the background music for an I AM meditation CD and
give it to clients to use in between sessions. We all liked it so much, we started using it in the DHEA
sessions. I will often do Life Seed Energy Work, a subtle energy work, during this part of the session.
Encouraging a friend to think about doing and sharing the sessions, she told me very enthusiastically to
record the whole thing. She said that I held the sound/wave keys for these activations. I resisted for
probably six months. When we finished the first Activation CD and listened to it together, a whole new
world of possibilities was being opened. It went well beyond all expectations.
Now, this can be our journey together, a journey in the Diamond Heart, and a journey that can
open you to a new and exciting level of unfolding and light, and you can use the activations to share
with friends, clients and family! Doing the sessions is the best way to continue unfolding in the I AM.
The goal is to use the CD’s or MP3’s until you no longer need them and can truly hold the energy for a
group. Also, you might just find that you simply want to focus on your own living, loving and learning
process with your own I AM Presence, and do the work here, while it is vibrating possibility for you!
Your Intentions will make magic happen.
The Heart mantra on the end of the I AM Meditation Track 3, is a Bija Seed mantra from the
holy tradition of the Vedas, and I AM happy to initiate anyone who wishes, over the telephone. The
telephone is quite a reasonable medium for this; and while the TM people charge thousands, I simply
ask for a donation.
The program descriptions that appear in the workbook and that are read on of each of the
MP3’s, can really hardly do justice to all that is involved. But it gives the conscious process some reference point. Although I am not usually very visual, I saw the descent of the guardian spirit/angel in a
session #1 that I did with a woman in her 70’s. Weeks later I saw her out shopping and she reported she
was doing great and that she felt like she had a hat on for a few days after the sessions. Her crown
chakra was lit up!
Read the program descriptions and especially the meditations as you work with the MP3’s. You
will get more out of the whole process. Also if you feel inclined to work with a group to share the
excitement please do, but do not copy the music. The price is absolutely very reasonable and more can
be purchased from me.
Blessings/Brian.
2
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What is clear to me, after the practice of energy work and meditation for many years, is that one is
constantly in a more focused state of self-discovery and creativity. It is important when considering
participating in the Diamond Heart research and guided meditations, that one understands what these
activations are NOT.
1. This is not a form of therapy, or hypnosis of any kind or persuasion.
2. This is not a religious belief program.
3. This is not the practice of medicine, diagnosis or mental health assessment.
4. There are no beliefs required outside a normal trust that one is connected to a Universal power
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that created us and maintains us, and that we are connected to this source of power through
grace. Your sovereignty is held as a sacred trust.
5. Participants are free to stop this inquiry at any time either during a session or after any session.
Participation is totally voluntary. Each session is scheduled as desired.
6. There are NO suggestions or advice given concerning one’s way of living, one’s relationships and
affiliations in any way that may be considered directives.
7. There is never any recruiting to join any organization, group or congregation.

What Diamond Heart Energy Activations are, are the free use of our God-given attention and
inquiry. This does not use any mechanical, electrical, or chemical means in our own body/mind/spirit.
The sole purpose is for expanding our awareness and appreciation for the gifts within, both activated
and utilized, and those we wish to awaken from a latent state. Also upon discovery, we acknowledge
the free right of participants to share freely any and all of the discoveries obtained within, in any way
that the individual may so choose. No secret hand shakes.
The Diamond Heart Energy Activations are quantum energy conversations that honor the giver
and the receiver as equal partners in a journey of self-exploration. These sessions encourage a new
and mature way of human interaction that acknowledges the sovereignty of each individual, their right
to choose, and to make discovery that will enhance the human experience by directly bringing in more
quantum, electro-magnetic energy.
It is therefore the responsibility of participants to determine if this is the appropriate time for
such an adventure and to consider personally all things appropriate to such an exercise. The one absolute is to rest easy for a few hours afterwards and to consume sufficient amounts of water. (Rest easy
means to lie down for at least one hour.)
I have read the statement and freely subscribe my signature. (Optional)
Name: _____________________________________

It is a good idea to keep a release form like this one around for safe keeping.
A clean copy is available in Appendix VII.

4
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Beloved I AM Presence, what you mean to me,
I call upon you to help set me Free.
To guide, protect me and please lead the way
to the promised land, to those sparkling sands,
to the waters that flow out of the One true well of
that “I AM That I AM”.
I AM a child of THAT One true One.
I AM a particle of THAT One True Sun.
I AM a song from THAT One True sound.
To This Limitless light I AM Heart-fully bound.
I AM a traveler on the sands of time.
Born of the essence of THAT One true Mind.
Your Love is my essence and Peace is my way.
Yesterday is a memory - I AM Present today.
To build in my experience, a master’s touch,
That each passing day may
be golden as such.
That with each mountain you send for me to climb
I will grow closer to understanding your ways and mine.
That each bridge I cross over waters so deep,
I stay ever present in meditation, dreaming and sleep.
That each waking moment be real, open and ever new,
That each step I take brings me closer to you.
We call you the Diamond Heart because of our great love,
acknowledged that this is your gift showered to us from above.
I AM only as you created me to be.
I AM totally surrendered to thee.
Oh, I AM THAT I AM,
With love, for love, in love, as love.

6
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Beloved Mighty I AM Presence,
Light me and enfold me in my mighty, magic, electronic
TUBE of Ascended Masters’ Light substance.
Make it so powerful that no human creation can pass through!
Please see that it keeps me Invulnerable, Invisible and Invincible
to everything but those energies that align
with my ascension into the Light.
(Visualize This)

Beloved Mighty I AM Presence keep me surrounded with a wall of
Blue Flame for added protection outside my Tube of Light.
I call upon Archangel Michael and his legions of angels that support
to cut all cords that attach to me (us) in any way.
Cut us Free - Cut us Free - Cut us Free –
Cut us Free - Cut us Free - Cut us Free –
Cut us Free - Cut us Free - Cut us Free
Protect us until we are totally free in the Ascension into Light.

7
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Beloved I AM Presence, blaze through me now,
Your mighty, Violet, Consuming Flame of Unconditional LOVE.
Let me feel and absorb this energy, which far exceeds anything of human origin.
The Blue flame of the Father and the Pink flame of the Mother
combine to give energy, life and substance to the Violet Flame,
The purifying power of Divine love, which is the most powerful
and dynamic activity presently available to humanity.
(Feel This)
We focus now on the power of transmutation
and we request of the Violet flame to consume cause, effect, records,
And memory of those negative concepts, desires and feelings
in our beings and world that we are able to release at this time.
Replace this with as much light, love, purity and purpose
as we are able to percolate, sustain, radiate and maintain.
We actively invoke the Ascended Masters’ electronic substance of light
from the octave above, from the octave of love.
I AM the Ascension into Light
I AM the Presence raising the atomic structure of the body
into full Illumination and Liberation.



Now visualize that the whole body has turned to crystalline substance.



Visualize the Star of David, the six-pointed star at the forehead and, upon establishing contact with
the Star, send this down into the very center of the Earth, into the healing temple in the center of
the Earth. Request with your mind, “Mother Earth receive my energy” and immediately an impulse
returns to us. And Mother Earth downloads into our spiritual matrixes, the LIFE SEED CODES necessary for upgrading and aligning with the morphogenic field of intelligence. Your magnetic field
becomes charged. Now bring the Star back to reside in the heart. Take a nice, full breath and
begin integrating.



Now send the Star out through the crown chakra, out into the Sun and through, into the Great
Central Sun; into the heart of the Father, and upon arrival, request of the Father, “to receive our
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energies”. Immediately an impulse returns to us and we receive the LIFE SEED CODES to up-grade
and up-regulate our life force intelligence. Gratefully acknowledge the gift and flow the Star back
into your energy field residing at the heart. Again, breathe and Integrate. Your electronic
substance is now charged.

(The following should be used in the long form or may be used as a short form for instant protection
many times daily; memorize).
I AM protected in my magic tube of White Light Ascended Master’s energy
I AM protected by a wall of Blue Flame and Archangel Michael’s
Legion of Light
I AM a Being of Violet Fire
I AM the Purity God Desires
I AM Star breathing Life Seed Codes of Father/Mother Ascension Essences
(Bija Mantra Meditation)

Note that when you offer guided meditation and prayer, combine elements of structure and
essence. Know where you are going and what you want to reinforce such as protection, clearing and
making contact with the beloved I AM Presence. Then, speak your personal or group prayers, petitions
and gratitude to God, the collective I AM Presence of angels and guides.

From the Point of Light within the mind of God,
Let light pour forth into the minds of men.
Let Light descend on Earth.
From the Point of Love within the heart of God,
Let Love pour forth from the heart of God
and may the Christ return to Earth.
May the Christ Consciousness prevail.
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From the Center where the will of God is known,
Let purpose guide the little wills of men,
The purpose which the masters know and serve.
From the Center, which we call the race of men,
Let the plan of Love and Light work out and may it
seal the door to the darkness.
Let Love and Light and Power,
Restore the plan on Earth.
(Please research this prayer and find out where it came from and how it is being utilized today. You
will notice that persons of many different traditions—including healers, shamans and kahunas—are
utilizing it.)

Out of the fullness of the radiant life, we respectfully acknowledge our source and
sustenance, our light and love, our supply and inspiration.
Thou Mighty Infinite Presence, All Pervading Intelligence, All Pervading Substance of Light,
Thou Omni-Present, Omni-Potent, Omniscient ONE, we give praise and thanks unto the light,
unto thee. We give praise and thanks unto the great Central Sun from whose rays we receive
our light today.
We give our gratitude to you oh Mighty I AM that I AM and to all your Legions of Light and
through your emissaries of Cosmic beings, Elohim, archangels and angels, the Ascended
Masters, the Buddha’s, the Christ’s, the Avatars whom work tirelessly on behalf of humanity
for it’s Ascension into the light.
We salute the Collective I AM Presence and attune our life force energies with these
benefic spirits, the Masters that do thy bidding to Up–Grade and Up-Regulate the electronic
substance/bodies and activate the appropriate programs and life centers in the etheric and
causal bodies and the DNA sequence for our initiations.
We acknowledge our own Holy I AM Presence and engage the sacred Fire with the utmost
respect and admiration.
We affirm the direction and utilization of our new and unfolding abilities to the service of
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humanity and transformation into light, into law and into love!
So be it!
(Ask out loud for the activation here or read the program description if desired.)

In the Divine name of God, in the company of the Collective I AM, in the Presence of our
Masters in Spirit I call forth the energies necessary to activate this Essential Program #_______
(say the number you are on and the affirmation associated with this session) for
____________________ (say the name of the person).
I Invoke all aspects of Divinity for all present.
I Invoke the White Fire Being.
I Invoke the Solar Causal Being.
I Invoke the I AM Presence.
I Invoke the Christ Presence, my holy mediator.
I Invoke my Body Elemental.
I Invoke my Guardian Angel.
I ask that the Essential Program # _______ be downloaded for ________ (client and practitioner) according to his/her highest good and for the harmony of Being, Purpose and Alignment
of the Divine plan.
Beloved I AM Presence, download now, the program for Activation of the DNA and Essential
Programs that allow for the harmonious upgrading and awakening of the Essential Energies
within the Centers which interface the etheric and causal bodies.

This activation has now been successfully facilitated and will continue to integrate over the
next few hours and days. The I AM presence now scans through my/our body/minds and clears all
circuits and all space allowing for the fullest possible integration. We call upon the Violet Flame of
Transformation for ourselves and all people we come into contact with this day to blaze into every
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electron of our life force and transform every life energy that we have ever mis-qualified. Consume or
clear all effects, records and memory so that this activation will integrate and fully function.
Beloved I AM Presence, please search through all areas of our being and bodies and
delete anything that conflicts with these programs in any way shape or form.

Wondrous Presence Of the “Great I AM”,
We give praise and thanks for this feeling of the certainty of thy presence,
growing and unfolding us.
We give all thanks for the support of those wonderful radiant beings
that do support us from the unseen world,
The great collective I AM Presence of Masters,
Angels,
Elementals,
and the Cosmic Beings.
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AFFIRMATION:
I Am the Resurrection and the Life
of my Body/Mind/Spirit
ESSENTIAL

PROGRAM

#1 DESCRIPTION:

This activation works with the alignment of
the Body Elemental, the outer individualized Self
and the Higher Self. This session sets the intention for a greater level of sensitivity to unfold
with the physical body allowing one to hear, feel
and intuit the body and all its needs. Each person
is their own unique event and must march to the
beat of their own inner self with attention on the
elemental and guardian or higher self. The degree
of unity, balance and cooperation determines the
degree of mastery.
This program will allow you to intuit more
accurately what nutrition is necessary for you at a
given time as well as other healing modalities
such as massage, rest, meditation and any other
number of things that are relevant to your personal life.
It is important to add here that it is necessary
to begin speaking to and reflecting upon the body
with a new outlook. The Body Elemental is
handling all the processes of running trillions of
operations in the brain and central nervous
system, in the glands of internal and external

secretion, tissue regeneration and on and on. Yes,
it is much too much for the conscious mind to
fathom.
When man descended through the Seven
Spheres and into the Earth and corresponding
evolving aspects, he was given by The Creator, a
Guardian Angel and a physical mentor in the form
of the Body Elemental. This aspect is so invisible
that in almost all cultures, it is simply overlooked
and taken for granted, perhaps much like the
Guardian Angel.
So this trinity of Body Elemental, Individual
Ego and Higher Self—each with their own internal
trinities—are brought into harmony through
INTENTION, invocation and this Essential Program
Download Activation. It may be noted that the
individual is shaped by the Body Elemental, and
not so much by his or her environment.
The Trinity of the higher self may be viewed
as the “I AM Presence,” the Christ presence and
the individual spirit or entity whose home is the
heart and the attendant three-fold flame. The
Presence can never see anything of lack, limitation or disharmony and so the Christ Self, through
the energy field, interfaces the individual aspect
that evolves in the body with care, patience.
The Body Elemental has no recourse but to
serve the master, the evolving spirit and this
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alliance, for the purpose of its own evolution. It is
therefore suggested that one make a sign of appreciation, inwardly, to the Body Elemental for its
support. Take a Moment! Take and send a breath
of gratitude to our friend—our Body Elemental!

I AM an Atom of Divinity circulating in
Space.

Take a Moment! Take and send a breath of
gratitude to our friend—our Higher Self!

I AM calling forth from my undivided Self,
all that is necessary to succeed on all
levels of being and transmitting this to the
world.

Listen and acknowledge the truth about yourself.

I AM a Traveler on the Master Path.
I AM a Flame of Wisdom, Love and Power.

I AM a Lover of Living; passionate and
prepared to embrace truth and all the
discoveries of my inheritance.
I AM today committing to a new and ever
expanding field of possibilities.
(Read the following affirmations to yourself in the
first person.)
AFFIRMATIONS

I AM affirming the trinity of being, the
Super-consciousness above and a subconscious appealing with love, and a
Conscious mind—here and now present.
I AM the Resurrection and the Life of my
Body/Mind/Spirit

I AM a being of Sacred Fire.
I AM the Purity God desires.
I AM the Balance of Body, Mind and Spirit.

MEDITATION

I AM the Breath of the Living Pulsating Light.

The I AM meditation on Track 2 of Activation #1
MP3 follows here.

I AM a Thinker of whole, full and complete
thought.
I AM a Feeler of regenerating joy and peace.
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Affirmations: I Am the Resurrection and the Life of my Body/Mind/Spirit
All the Power that ever was or will be is here now.
The goal of these essays is not to try to jump over or supercede the great considerations of
Aristotle, St Paul, or the Buddha on the necessity of developing human/divine qualities and virtue, but
rather to see how these considerations may become more deeply rooted as we open our SELF to Grace,
to ceremony, to activation and integration.

Nothing Exists but the great One, the All
Is calling each cell/self back from the far and removed.
A wide winged wind of gentle embrace
Circles around you and wishes to prove.
That this light that you sit in the vicinity of
Wants to yield to you, the seed of, the Divinity of Love
And the heart of belonging

I AM That I AM I AM That I AM I AM That I AM

When everything you once believed to be true,
Touches the garment of unveiled golden white hues,
Beyond the I, beyond mind, beyond the oceans too,
The hide and seek that you always play
Gives way to a sound too trumpeting to hush.
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From feet to fingers one feels a familiar sacred rush,
of being born or of giving birth.
I AM That I AM I AM That I AM I AM That I AM

And for just a split second it rings.
And oh for the heart such solace it gives.
One micro second of a shattering bliss.
One sacred moment of a towering kiss.
One pause in silence’s wanderings twists.
One fresh new revelation
That I AM
and simply Exist.

I AM That I AM I AM That I AM I AM That I AM
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